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Abstract—Environmental variables monitoring with wireless
sensor networks (WSNs) is invaluable for precision agriculture
applications. However, the effectiveness of existing low-power,
conventional (e.g. ZigBee-type) radios in large-scale deployments
is limited by power consumption, cost and complexity constraints,
while the existing WSN solutions employing non-conventional,
scatter-radio principles have been restricted to communication
ranges of up to a few meters. In this paper, the development
of a novel analog scatter-radio WSN is presented, that employs
semipassive sensor/tags in bistatic topology (i.e. carrier emitter
placed in a different location from the reader), consuming less
than 1 mW of power, with communication range exceeding
100 m. The experimental results indicate that the multipoint
surface fitting calibration, in conjunction with the employed two-
phase filtering process, both provide a mean absolute error of
1.9% environmental relative humidity (%RH) for a temperature
range of 10-50 oC. Moreover, the energy consumption per mea-
surement of the proposed environmental monitoring approach
can be lower than that of conventional radio WSNs. Finally,
the proposed approach operational characteristics are presented
through a real-world network deployment in a tomato green-
house.

Index Terms—scatter radio communication, precision agricul-

ture, backscatter sensor networks, environmental monitoring.

I. INTRODUCTION

Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) have attracted great

academic and industrial attention, with various applications

ranging from environmental sensing and wearable biometric

monitoring to security and structural monitoring [1]–[5], that

perhaps realize the “Internet of Things” concept. Despite the

fact that a lot of algorithm- and networking-related research

has been conducted regarding large-scale WSNs (e.g. work

in [6]–[10]), only few examples of real-world large-scale

deployments exist in the literature. For example, work in

[11] demonstrated a network of a few hundreds of nodes

and described the scale-vs-lifetime tradeoff. In that work, the
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Fig. 1: Backscatter communication principle: RF switch alter-

nates the loads of the tag antenna with frequency Fsw. When a

carrier is imminent with frequency Fc, two subcarriers appear,

with frequencies Fc ± Fsw.
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Fig. 2: Bistatic scatter-radio topology; carrier emitter placed

in a different location from the reader. det and dtr denote the

emitter-to-tag and tag-to-reader distance, respectively.

cost of each sensor was approximately 36 e. Apart from the

lifetime and cost constraints, software complexity has also

been indicated as a major limiting factor for WSN scalability

[12].

In order to address these constraints and promote network

scalability, systems have emerged that utilize communication

by means of reflected (and scattered back) radio frequency

(RF) power; such concept has its roots back in the 1948
[13]. The most popular system of this technology is the radio

frequency identification (RFID) tag, which is commercially

utilized as a barcode-replacement for identification of objects

or individuals.

In principle, backscatter communication is implemented

with a RF switch (e.g. a single transistor) that alternates the

termination load of an antenna between two (or more [14])

loads. As depicted in Fig. 1, if the antenna load termination

is alternated with frequency Fsw while a continuous wave

(CW) with frequency Fc is incident on the antenna (and
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Fig. 3: Sensor circuit diagram with scatter-radio: capaci-

tance varies the timer output frequency, producing a variable-

frequency pulse that switches a single transistor; the latter is

directly connected to the antenna.

produced by a distant emitter), then two subcarriers will

emerge in the frequency spectrum, at frequencies Fc ± Fsw.

The RF front-end of such backscatter-enabled tag, can be

implemented with minimal number of simple electronic circuit

components, greatly reducing cost and complexity per tag,

and thus, enabling large-scale deployments. The design of a

frequency-modulated passive wireless sensor tag for ammonia

sensing has been presented in [15], but its operation within a

WSN structure has not been explored.

Classic battery-less RFID systems utilize monostatic archi-

tectures (i.e. reader in the same box as the carrier emitter)

and incorporate high bitrate schemes that greatly reduce the

communication range down to a few meters [16]. On the

other hand, environmental monitoring WSNs do not require

either battery-less setups or high bitrates, since environmental

variables, such as relative humidity (%RH) and temperature,

change with a slow rate. With the utilization of the bistatic

topology, illustrated in Fig. 2, where the carrier emitter is

placed in a different location from the reader, the roundtrip

path losses can be reduced, especially when more than one

low-cost emitters illuminate the population of the tags (and

thus, the probability of a short distance between emitter and

tag is relatively high, for given tag-to-reader distance) [17].

Additionally, employing low bitrate increases the sensitivity of

the receiver (reader) [18]. Finally, in order to avoid powering

issues at the tag, each sensor/tag can be equipped with batteries

(or other independent energy source e.g. a solar panel) [18];

in that way, more energy from the incoming wave can be

reflected towards the reader, instead of using a fraction of the

incoming energy to power the tag/sensor’s electronics. The

aforementioned techniques are utilized in [19], where tag-to-

reader (dtr) and emitter-to-tag (det) distances of over 134 m

and 4 m, respectively, were demonstrated, with bit-error-rate

(BER) on the order of 2%, frequency-shift keying (FSK)

%RH Sensor

SMA
Connector

CR2032
Battery
Holder

Fig. 4: The prototype sensor tag developed.

modulation, emitter power at 13 dBm, commodity software-

defined receiver and carefully-designed non-coherent detection

algorithms. Other examples in the literature that demonstrate

the potential of backscatter radio for wireless sensor network-

ing can be found in [20], [21]. Moreover, a recent example

of real-world deployment includes [22], in which the authors

developed a scatter-radio sensor network that monitors ambi-

ent relative humidity (%RH), while an experimentation testbed

for developing and optimizing backscatter-based WSNs was

presented in [23].

Relative humidity (%RH) is an environmental variable that

greatly affects growth of plants. Thus, it is particularly useful

to monitor %RH variation across extended areas in either

outdoor fields or greenhouses. Increased values of %RH can

promote the growth of various bacteria such as Botrytis [24],

or decrease the plant’s mineral intake [25]. There are numerous

implementations of low-power %RH sensors in the literature,

(e.g. work in [26], [27]), which however do not employ any

wireless interface for transmitting information. On the other

hand, passive wireless sensors have been used in [28], [29] for

data transmission. However, these utilize inductive coupling

techniques, which inherently limit the communication range

to a few centimeters. Finally, classic WSNs for environmental

monitoring have been presented in the literature [30]–[32],

employing active IEEE 802.15.4 / ZigBee compliant, conven-

tional RF transceivers, but their operation is limited due to

power, complexity and cost constraints, discussed above.

In this paper, the design of an analog scatter-radio WSN

is presented, which facilitates large-scale deployment of low-

cost and low-power relative humidity sensors. In contrast

to existing scatter-radio sensors with short communication

range, this work utilizes bistatic topology and semi-passive

(i.e. energy-assisted) tags that offer ranges on the order of

130 meters. The contribution of this work is summarized as

follows:

• Design and fabrication of prototype %RH sensing tags,

with off-the-shelf components, that exploit analog fre-

quency modulation (FM), scatter-radio and sensor net-

working principles.
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Fig. 5: Scheme for networking multiple tags. Each tag operates

in different frequency bands, while guard bands are set up in

between to avoid collision.

• Calibration and accuracy-characterization procedure of

the developed sensor tags by taking into account not only

humidity, but also temperature for the calculation of the

sensor’s characteristic function.

• Receiver design and implementation with a commodity

software-defined radio (SDR) platform for the demodu-

lation of the FM signals, backscattered by the tags.

• Data smoothing, exploiting a two-phase filtering process

that actively increases the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) at

the reader and thus, offers longer communication ranges.

• Range characterization of point-to-point links through

outdoor experimentation.

• Real-world deployment of a 10-sensor WSN for mo-

nitoring %RH, in a tomato greenhouse at the Mediter-

ranean Agronomic Institute of Chania, Crete (MAICh).

This paper is organized as follows: the development of the

analog wireless sensor is described in Section II, design and

operation of the software-defined receiver are analyzed in Sec-

tion III and experimental results are presented in Section IV.

Work is concluded in Section V.

II. ANALOG WIRELESS SENSOR DESIGN

A. Description

The proposed WSN consists of low-power and low-

complexity analog wireless sensors, which operate with

scatter-radio principles. The circuit diagram and the prototype

sensor/tag1 which was developed, are depicted in Figs. 3 and

4, respectively. The sensor driving circuit is a capacitance-

to-frequency converter with its output connected to a radio

frequency (RF) switch; the latter consists of a single transistor.

For the capacitance-to-frequency conversion, the Intersil 7555
timer IC is utilized and it has been configured to operate in

astable multivibrator mode. The timer IC is connected to a

resistor-capacitor (RC) network that contains the Honeywell

HCH1000 capacitive relative humidity (%RH) sensor (i.e. CRH

in Fig. 3).

The RH sensing capacitor is periodically charged and

discharged through resistors R1 and R2 (Fig. 3). Thus the

frequency F and duty cycle D of the square wave produced

1In line with standard RFID terminology, the terms “tag” and “sensor” will
be used interchangeably.
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Fig. 6: Proposed WSN overview. Multiple, low-cost carrier

emitters are placed in the field and around them, many ultra

low-power tags are deployed.

at the output of the astable multivibrator are given by:

F =
1

(R1 + 2R2)C ln(2)
, (1)

D =
R1 +R2

R1 + 2R2
. (2)

It is noted that D is always over 50 % since R1 > 0. There-

fore, the proposed design produces a scatter-radio subcarrier

(i.e. switching) frequency, which is dependent on the relative

humidity value when a CW is incident on the antenna. In order

to adjust the total capacitance range of the sensor tag, capacitor

Cp is connected in parallel with the sensing capacitor. Thus,

the total capacitance C is given by:

C = Cp + CRH. (3)

The RF front-end of the sensor tag consists of a single

depletion-type MOSFET transistor, a low-pass filter and an

antenna (implementation details in [33]). The NXP BF1118

transistor with a Vp = −2 V pinch-off voltage is used due

to its low-cost, low gate-to-source leakage current (100 nA),

high off-state isolation (30 dB) and low on-state insertion loss

(below 2.5 dB). In order to turn the transistor “off”, its gate is

permanently connected to the ground and the voltage pulses

from the timer, drive the MOSFET source. Therefore, when

timer OUT pin is “high”, the MOSFET gate-source voltage is

set at Vgs = −2 V and the transistor is turned “off”, else it is

turned “on”. Moreover, for decoupling the RF front-end from

the timer circuit, an inductive filter bead has been utilized.

The components used to construct the prototype sensor/tag

were selected such that a balance between cost, power con-

sumption and performance is preserved. Using off-the-shelf

electronic components, resulted in the relatively low cost in

terms of bill of materials (BOM) of 5 e per tag, without
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Fig. 7: Experimental example: the subcarrier frequency shift

of three sensors with change in %RH.

including the SMA antenna connector, since the antenna can

be easily integrated within the tag circuitry.

The wireless sensor design described above can be easily

adapted for hosting alternative types of capacitive or resistive

sensors for measuring environmental variables of interest (e.g.

ambient temperature, water soil content, soil temperature etc.).

B. Multiple Access from Receiver-less Sensors

In order for multiple tags to be able to communicate with

the receiver, a medium access control (MAC) scheme was

implemented. As noted above, each tag produces a subcarrier

with an operating frequency that is related to the %RH

value. In order for multiple receiver-less tags to be able to

communicate simultaneously with the receiver, each tag of the

network operates in a different frequency band [18], [34]. The

concept is depicted in Fig. 5, where a specific frequency band

is allocated for each tag, while guard-bands are also employed

between adjacent bands in order to avoid collisions. This

scheme, namely frequency division multiple access (FDMA),

is also utilized in analog FM radio, where each radio channel

accounts for a specific frequency [35].

The architecture of the proposed WSN is illustrated in

Fig. 6. Low-cost emitters of the carrier CW are installed in

a field and around them, multiple, scatter-sensors are spread.

When the emitters are activated, cells are formed around them

containing groups of tags; each of these tags backscatters in-

formation to the receiver. The tags inside each cell employ the

aforementioned FDMA scheme, whereas the carrier emitters

operate based on a Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA)

scheme. Specifically, the reader is responsible of switching on

each carrier emitter separately, such that collisions are avoided.

This way, the development of scatter sensor networks, consist-

ing of hundreds of low-cost tags is feasible. As an example,

the spectra of the backscattered signals from three sensors

operating simultaneously are depicted in Fig. 7. Frequency

shifting of the produced subcarriers is observed when relative
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Fig. 8: Temperature is included as a calibration parameter and

thus the characteristic function is the surface RH(F,Temp).

humidity changes from 20 % to 40 %, while, simultaneously,

signal collision is avoided.

The FDMA medium access scheme of the proposed WSN

is implemented by selecting the appropriate component values

for the RC network of the timer in each individual tag, such

that the center frequency and the total spectrum occupied by

the corresponding tag are unique. Particularly, the spectrum

band occupied by the i-th tag depends on the highest and

lowest subcarrier frequency FHi and FLi, respectively. Using

(1), the total bandwidth Bi for the i-th tag is calculated

according to the following equation:

Bi = FHi − FLi

(1)(3)
=

1

Ri(CL + Cpi) ln(2)
− 1

Ri(CH + Cpi) ln(2)

=
CH − CL

ln(2)Ri(CL + Cpi)(CH + Cpi)
, (4)

where Ri = R1i + 2R2i and CL and CH are the sensing

capacitance values for 0 %RH and 100 %RH, respectively.

The values of Ri and Cpi are calculated using (1) and (4), as

follows:

Cpi =
BiCL + FLi(CH − CL)

Bi

, (5)

Ri =
Bi

ln(2)FiL(CH − CL)(FLi +Bi)
. (6)

Using the above methodology, the proposed implementation

of collision-free access from multiple, receiver-less, analog

sensors becomes straightforward.

C. Calibration & Accuracy

Target applications of the proposed WSN include environ-

mental monitoring in outdoor deployments. It is important

to note that the outdoor environment temperature variations
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Fig. 9: Measured %RH error histogram.

significantly affect the operation of the electronic circuits

within the sensor tag. As an example, the 7555 timer exhibits

a temperature drift of 150 ppm/oC and, thus, for a tag with

nominal subcarrier frequency 50 kHz, a total change of 15o C

results to a frequency shift of 112.5 Hz. Considering that a

typical tag occupies a bandwidth of 2 kHz, the aforementioned

frequency shift amounts to 5.625 % of the tag’s bandwidth and

a %RH error of the same order (in percentage). In order to

compensate for this effect, a calibration process is employed,

considering both the ambient temperature and the sensor tag

subcarrier frequency as input parameters.

Specifically, groups of five sensors were placed outdoors

with their capacitive elements in adjacent positions. The

Tinytag TGP-4500 from Gemini, which is a high-precision

industrial humidity/temperature data-logger, was also placed in

close proximity with the tags, for reference. The system was

deployed to operate for 3 days and each sensor’s subcarrier

frequency was monitored at the reader, as analyzed next,

while temperature and humidity from the reference sensor

was logged every minute. A total of 4200 samples were

collected and time-synchronized, using the timestamps from

both the data-logger and the reader. Subsequently, polynomial

surface fitting was applied in order to produce the calibration

function, which is shown in Fig. 8. Due to the tolerance of

the capacitance/resistance of commercial components, which

affects the operating frequency of the timer, the calibration

procedure described above should be applied for each sensor

node before incorporation in the proposed WSN.

The measurement accuracy was characterized as follows:

the collected subcarrier frequency and temperature data were

utilized as inputs for the calibration function and the results

were then compared to the reference measurements. The

resulting relative humidity measurement error histogram and

measured values are depicted in Figs. 9 and 10, respectively,

operating a reference sensor and the calibrated tag in the 10-

50 oC temperature range. The root mean squared error (RMSE)

and the mean absolute error of the particular calibrated tag

were 2.5 %RH and 1.9 %RH, respectively. Also, for 95 %

of the samples, where humidity varied from 20 %RH to
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Fig. 10: Reference vs received %RH measurements.

100 %RH, the absolute error was less than 5 %RH. For the

case of tag calibration under constant temperature of 25 oC,

the corresponding accuracy was higher, exhibiting an RMSE of

0.86 %RH and a mean absolute error of 0.63 %RH. Similarly,

for 95 % of the samples at 25 oC, the absolute error was less

than 1.8 %RH.

D. Power Consumption & Tradeoff

As depicted in Fig. 3, each sensor is power-supplied through

a voltage reference integrated circuit (IC) and two Schottky

diodes, in common cathode configuration. Each of the diodes

is connected to a different power source; a small solar panel

with an open-circuit voltage of 3.5 V and a 3 V lithium-ion

battery (type CR2032), respectively. The diodes act as a logic

‘OR’ and allow current to flow from the source with the largest

voltage potential to the tag circuitry. Thus, the sensor power-

supply alternates between battery and solar panel during night

and day, respectively.

The tag operates from an input voltage of Vcc = 2.26 V

and its total power consumption is given by:2

Ptot = Pch + Pq + PR1 + Pd, (7)

where Pch is the average power required for charging the timer

capacitors, Pq is the quiescent power dissipated by the timer

and the voltage reference IC, PR1 is the power dissipated on

resistor R1 and Pd is the power dissipated on the diodes. With

the particular components utilized, Pq = 220 µW. Moreover,

the value of Pd is equal to the forward voltage Vf of the diodes

(for Schottky diodes, Vf = 0.25 V), multiplied by the current

drawn by the tag:

Pd =
Vf

Vcc

(Pch + Pq + PR1). (8)

During the 555 timer operation, the total capacitance

C = Cp + CRH (see Fig. 3) is charged from Vcc/3 to 2Vcc/3

2All equations have been experimentally verified, with the experimental
results deviating from the corresponding theoretical values by ±5 µW.
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TABLE I: Example of two tags with different duty cycle D.

R1(kΩ) R2(kΩ) D(%) Ptot( µW) P (a1)

3.95 8.6 60 989 (1.81A2)/π2

10.35 5.4 75 545 A
2/π2

in (R1 + R2)C ln(2) seconds. Considering that a first-order

RC circuit is formed by R1, R2 and C, the voltage Vc(t)
which is developed across C and the current I(t), drawn by

the power supply, are given by:

Vc(t) = Vcc(1− e
−t

(R1+R2)C ) + Vc(0) e
−t

(R1+R2)C , (9)

I(t) =
Vcc − Vc(t)

R1 +R2
, (10)

where Vc(0) = Vcc/3 is the initial condition of the capacitor

voltage. Thus, using (9) and (10), the average power Pch drawn

by the power source, Vcc, during a period of 1/F , is calculated

as follows:

Pch= F

∫ (R1+R2)C ln(2)

0

Vcc I(t) dt (11)

=
V 2

cc

3(R1 + 2R2) ln(2)
. (12)

As stated above, current flows through R1 while timer output

is “low”, discharge pin is grounded (and the RF transistor is

“on”) and thus, the average power drawn by R1 is given by:

PR1 =
(1−D)V 2

cc

R1
(13)

(2)
=

V 2
cc

R2
1/R2 + 2R1

. (14)

Power consumed during discharge is the dominant power

consumption factor. As an example, a typical tag with R1 =
5.3 kΩ, R2 = 10.6 kΩ and C = 730 pF operating at

Fsw = 74.5 kHz consumes Pch = 92 µW, Pd = 77 µW and
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Fig. 12: Histogram filtering: A set of measurements is col-

lected and their histogram is calculated. Only measurements

within a certain range and with the highest occurrence are

kept.

PR1 = 385 µW, resulting in Ptot = 775 µW. Such a low power

consumption results in the minimization of the power-source

capacity requirements, thus further reducing the installation

cost of the proposed WSN. Increasing R1 reduces PR1 but

such an approach would also degrade the communication

performance, as described in the following paragraph.

The implemented receiver is dependent on the power of the

fundamental subcarrier frequency of the backscattered signal,

which is given by [36]:

P (a1) =

[

A
√
2

π
sin(πD)

]2

, (15)

where D is the duty cycle and A is the peak-to-peak amplitude

of the pulse signal. For D = 50 %, the value of P (a1) is

maximized; when D is higher (or lower) than 50 %, the power

of the fundamental frequency is decreased.

For example, considering the case of two tags with the same

subcarrier frequency of 50 kHz, where one tag has D = 60 %

and the other has D = 75 %, then the total power consumption

and power of their fundamental frequencies are calculated

using (1), (2) and (15). The corresponding results are presented

in Table I. It is observed that the sensor/tag with D = 60 %

consumes approximately 2 times more power than the one

with D = 75 %, but the latter lacks power in its fundamental

frequency by a factor of 1.81, which in turn will result in less

accurate reception, as explained in the following section.

III. SOFTWARE-DEFINED RECEIVER DESIGN

For the implementation of the receiver, a commodity

software-defined homodyne radio platform has been utilized,

connected to a host PC. As shown in Fig. 11, the received

baseband in-phase (I) and quadrature (Q) digitized signal

samples are processed using suitable software running in the

host PC. The difference in carrier frequency between the
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reader and the emitter (i.e. Carrier Frequency Offset, CFO)

results in a variance between the real value and the estimated

values of the subcarrier signals. In order to compensate this

frequency shift, the difference between the nominal carrier

value and the estimated one is calculated after the samples

are collected, and then, all samples are frequency-shifted

accordingly.

Subsequently, the periodogram of the received signal is

calculated and the fundamental subcarrier frequency of the

i-th tag is calculated as follows [33]:

F̂i = argmax
F∈[FLi,FHi]

|X(F )|2, (16)

where X(F ) is the Fourier transform of the received signal

and FLi, FHi denote the lowest and highest possible frequency

output of the i-th tag, respectively, which are a-priori known.

Thus, the frequency component with the maximum power for

each spectrum band is estimated as the corresponding sensor’s

output frequency.

In order to reduce the error introduced from the wire-

less channel and the thermal noise at the receiver, a two-

phase filtering process is implemented. Specifically, all F̂is

are estimated over a period of 10 minutes and stored in

an accumulator, thus, producing vector
~̂
Fi. The first phase

of the filtering process, considers that the changes of the

environmental humidity during that time interval are negligi-

ble. Then, a histogram with 200 frequency bins is calculated

(corresponding to a frequency resolution of 10 Hz for a

sensor’s bandwidth of 2 kHz). The true value is located at the

most prominent bins in the histogram (most frequent values),

while the noisy outliers are less frequent. An example of such

a histogram is depicted in Fig. 12. In order to take advantage

of this fact, the Fis that belong to a certain range are kept

intact and their mean value µ is calculated. The samples

outside this range are set to Fi = µ. The frequency range

is determined by sliding a window of length = NB bins

across the histogram and calculating the in-window sample

cardinality. The window containing the bins, that correspond

to the most frequent samples is used to calculate the frequency

range that is utilized for the filtering.

The second phase utilizes a Savitzky-Golay filtering process

[37], which is largely adopted in data smoothing applications

[38]. This type of filtering exploits least-squares data smooth-

ing on each subset of the measurement dataset. The critical

parameters for this process are the order of the polynomial

and the number of samples that the fitting operation is applied

to. Thorough experimentation with real data demonstrated that

the appropriate polynomial order and subset size are 3 and 201,

respectively.

The two-phase process described above results in a signif-

icantly reduced error; in some cases, more than an order of

magnitude reduction, in terms of the resulting mean error. The

performance of each phase of the filtering process is illustrated

in Fig. 13. Extensive real-dataset results before and after the

filtering application are given in Section IV.

IV. NUMERICAL & EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Communication Range and Accuracy Results

In order to investigate the performance of the proposed

WSN in terms of sensing accuracy and maximum commu-

nication range, various experiments were conducted. A Silabs

Si1004 development kit was utilized as a carrier emitter at

UHF (specifically at 868 MHz), with a transmission power of

20 mW (the maximum permissible limit, which is imposed

by European directives is 3.2 W) and a commodity SDR

reader (Ettus USRP N200) was utilized as the software-defined

receiver. The carrier emitter, the receiver and a sensor/tag with

subcarrier center frequency at 75 kHz were installed on poles

of 1.7 m height. Communication performance was tested for

various installation topologies by simultaneously comparing

the estimated sensor’s subcarrier frequency at the reader and

the output frequency on the sensor/tag, using a frequency data-

logger. The corresponding results are presented in Table II,

where each row contains the emitter-to-tag distance (det), tag-

to-reader distance (dtr), the receiving window duration per
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TABLE II: Communication Distances and Accuracy

# det(m) dtr(m)
Sampling

Window(ms)
MSE(Hz2)

pre-filt.

MSE(Hz2)

post-filt.

RMSE(Hz)

pre-filt.

RMSE(Hz)

post-filt.

MRE(%)

pre-filt.

MRE(%)

post-filt.

1 2 134 1000 54.46 9.75 7.38 3.12 0.14 0.12
2 2 134 100 17.16 15.50 4.14 3.94 0.11 0.15
3 2 134 10 152.16 72.60 12.34 8.52 0.51 0.28
4 8 128 1000 76.16 49.95 8.73 7.07 0.16 0.22
5 8 128 100 10.24 135.18 3.20 11.63 0.10 0.34
6 8 128 10 193900.97 716.90 440.34 26.78 12.04 1.05
7 16 120 1000 88.72 22.86 9.42 4.78 0.16 0.19
8 16 120 100 731.74 16.40 27.05 4.05 0.19 0.17
9 16 120 50 41056.04 911.64 202.62 30.19 2.52 1.33
10 16 120 25 171627.62 1273.66 414.28 35.69 9.85 1.54
11 24 112 1000 5401.59 56.69 73.50 7.53 0.53 0.31
12 24 112 100 113869.83 2341.03 337.45 48.38 6.72 2.02
13 24 112 50 249770.93 6151.26 499.77 78.43 14.72 3.54
14 32 104 1000 281290.67 16040.71 530.37 126.65 12.36 5.02
15 32 104 100 437375.95 63415.15 661.34 251.82 22.01 12.45
16 52 84 1000 1996.34 24.96 44.68 5.00 0.22 0.20
17 52 84 100 4753.10 30.66 68.94 5.54 0.34 0.22
18 86 50 1000 3510.00 65.09 59.25 8.07 8.13 3.14
19 86 50 100 6526.23 47.02 80.79 6.86 0.55 0.30
20 96 40 1000 10.32 17.28 3.21 4.16 0.1 0.19
21 96 40 100 20.68 13.44 4.55 3.67 0.08 0.15
22 96 40 25 177744.15 2484.94 421.60 49.85 7.37 2.25
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Fig. 14: Left: Experimental network topology. 10 %RH sensors, 1 plant voltage sensor and 2 carrier emitters with transmit

power at 20 mW were deployed. Right: Photo of the deployment inside the greenhouse.

measurement, and the resulting accuracy results in terms of

various metrics, before and after the two-step filtering process.

The metrics employed to evaluate the accuracy performance

of the proposed WSN are the mean square error (MSE), the

root mean squared error (RMSE) and the mean relative error

(MRE). The relative error is calculated by dividing the mean

absolute error in Hz with the bandwidth of the tag (in this case

2 kHz) and multiplying the result by 100, thus, providing an

estimate of the corresponding relative humidity (%RH) error.

For each experiment, both pre-filtering and post-filtering

results are reported. It is observed that for the highlighted

experiments 6, 10, 13, 18, the MRE is greatly reduced (by

one order of magnitude in most cases). For example, in

the case of experiment 13, the MRE of 14.72 % indicates

that the sensor in this particular setup would be unusable

without data filtering. However, after the specific filtering was

applied, the MRE was reduced to 3.54 %, offering sensor

results in that topology which are useable for the target

environmental monitoring application. Therefore, the proposed

filtering process, effectively yields higher signal-to-noise ratio

(SNR) and longer communication distances.

Nevertheless, the designed filter is not indispensable in

high-SNR communication links. For example, filtering in

experiments 5 and 20 of Table II apparently increased the
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Fig. 15: Periodogram from multiple sensors in the greenhouse.

Each tag operates in a distinct frequency band.

measurement error. That was due to the fact that in the

particular high-SNR experiments, only a small number of

frequency estimations were erroneous and the filtering process

treated more samples than needed as erroneous. However, the

error increase was still too small (on the order of 0.1 %) to

be important, due to the high received SNR.

Finally, it is remarked that end-to-end measurement accu-

racy depends on both the sensing error (related to the sens-

ing capacitor and conversion from capacitance to frequency

through the 555 timer), as well as the reception error (related

to the noise and sensitivity of the SDR reader). The first type

of error was discussed in Figs. 9 and 10 of Section II.C,

while the second type of error is described through Table II

above. For example, case 8 of Table II offers an RMSE of

4 Hz (after filtering) in measuring subcarrier frequency at the

SDR receiver (due to receiver noise), for a sensor bandwidth

of 2 kHz. That corresponds to 100 · 4/2000 = 0.2 %RH

RMS error. However, sensing and conversion of capacitance-

to-frequency offers an RMS error of 2.5 %RH (as discussed

in II.C). Thus, in this particular scenario, the end-to-end

RMS error is dominated by the sensing error. For other cases

of Table II, the end-to-end RMS error can be calculated

exploiting independence of the two errors, as follows:

RMSE =

√

RMSE2
1 + RMSE2

2, (17)

where RMSE1, RMSE2 is the RMS value of the sensing and

the reception error, respectively.

B. Experimental WSN in a Greenhouse

Environmental humidity is a critical parameter in green-

house monitoring, since high relative humidity on plant

surfaces promotes the growth of various disease organisms

(such as Botrytis cinerea) [24]. Moreover, under saturated

humidity conditions plant’s evaporation mechanism deterio-

rates, resulting in decreased nutrient absorption [25]. In order

to evaluate the performance of the proposed environmental

monitoring system in a real-world scenario, a sensor net-

work with the aforementioned analog scatter-radio principles

was implemented and deployed in a tomato greenhouse at
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Fig. 16: Data collected from multiple tags inside the tomato

greenhouse for a total of 48 hours. Differences in %RH are

due to the variability of microclimatic conditions across the

greenhouse (e.g. tags closer to the window exhibit smaller

%RH values).

the Mediterranean Agronomic Institute of Chania (MAICh,

www.maich.gr).

The WSN consists of 10 environmental relative humidity

sensors. In order to increase communication coverage, two

carrier emitters with a transmitting power of 20 mW each,

illuminate the sensors with carrier waves alternatively in time

(TDMA). The network topology is depicted in Fig. 14-left,

where the locations of the sensors, the emitters, the software-

defined receiver and the host laptop computer are indicated.

All tags/sensors and emitters where placed in IP65-rated

enclosures hanging from the ceiling (Fig. 14-right). All sensors

were fabricated with different RC components, based on (5)

and (6) in order to implement the FDMA scheme described in

Section II. The network’s periodogram is depicted in Fig. 15,

where the subcarriers of the individual tags can be observed.

The spurious signals are filtered out in the software-defined

receiver via the process described in Section III.

The processing of the received backscatter signals was

conducted using a low-cost laptop hosting the software-defined

receiver. The estimated relative humidity values were uploaded

at a remote web database. The data that were collected during

more than 48 hours of monitoring are depicted in Fig. 16.

Although the sensors exhibit similar behavior, differences in

the humidity values, which were recorded by the individ-

ual sensors, are also observed. This is due to the different

microclimatic environmental conditions which prevail at the

installation location of each sensor. For example sensors which

are closer to windows measure lower humidity values than

ones that are placed closer to the center of the greenhouse,

especially during the night.

C. Comparison with classic WSNs

Duty cycling (i.e. periodically transmitting and then falling

to idle-mode) is utilized by classic radio WSN nodes in
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TABLE III: Comparison of energy consumption per measure-

ment in the proposed and classic WSN radio modules.

Comm.

Module

Bit-rate

(kbps)

Power

(mW)

Time “on”

(ms)

Energy

(mJ/measurement)

CC2500 2.4 42.4 26.7 1.132

CC2500 10 42.4 6.4 0.271

CC2500 100 42.4 0.64 0.03

CC2500 250 42.4 0.256 0.01

This Work – 0.72 1000 0.72

This Work – 0.72 100 0.072

This Work – 0.72 50 0.036

This Work – 0.72 10 0.007

order to decrease the energy consumption per measurement,

thus extending WSN lifetime. In this work, the sensor tags

are designed such that they consume low power; utilization

of duty cycling could further decrease the required energy

requirements per measurement. Experimentation with various

receiving window durations provided an indication about the

smallest time period that the sensors should remain in the ‘ac-

tive’ state in order to scatter the acquired measurement with an

acceptable error. However, there is an inherent communication

tradeoff: by decreasing duration of the receiving window (and

thus, the number of received signal samples at the receiver),

signal-to-noise ratio will also be decreased. Therefore, smaller

receiving window durations result in degraded communication

performance. As demonstrated in Table II, the receiving win-

dow duration (i.e. sampling window) can be as small as 10 ms

for relatively small det distances (experiment 3) and down to

100 ms for longer distances (experiments 8, 12, 17, 19, 21).

On the other hand, the sampling window of 1 sec outperforms

narrower sampling windows.

The energy consumption per measurement transmission

for a classic WSN module, typically consisting of a micro-

controller and an active, low-power ZigBee-type radio, is given

by:

Ewsn =
Nb

Ftx

Ptx, (18)

where Nb is the number of bits per measurement transmission,

Ftx is the data rate (in bits per second) and Ptx is the power

consumption (in Watts). On the other hand, the energy per

measurement for the developed analog humidity sensor with

scatter-radio is given by:

Ebs = Tbs Pbs, (19)

where Tbs is the receiving window duration (in sec) needed for

reliable backscattering of humidity measurement and Pbs is the

power consumption of the sensor (in Watts). A comparison (in

Joules per measurement) between the two approaches is given

in Table III. For the classic WSN radio, a packet of 64 bits per

measurement was assumed, transmitted at 0 dBm power (as for

example in a state-of-the-art low-power WSN radio module).

In particular, for the case of a 100 ms receiving window,

the analog scatter-radio sensor outperforms the active radio

for data rates smaller than 100 kbps. Moreover, for receiving

windows of 10 ms, the proposed sensor outperforms the classic

WSN radio module, regardless bit-rate. It is important to note

that for particular applications such as %RH monitoring inside

a greenhouse, accuracy of measurement is not a major issue

and even an MRE of 5 % is tolerable. Therefore, smaller

sampling windows can be utilized safely, regardless of the

measurement accuracy degradation, which, however, remains

at an acceptable level (e.g. MRE 1.05 % for 10 ms).

These results demonstrate the potential of the proposed

WSN to achieve reliable transmission of collected measure-

ments, with low cost and low power consumption for short-

range environmental monitoring applications on the order of

100 m range.

V. CONCLUSION

This paper presented the development of a novel WSN

for environmental relative humidity monitoring, using analog

scatter-radio-enabled sensors that consume less than 1 mW

of power and offer communication range above 100 m. The

proposed WSN utilized frequency division multiple access

that allowed all receiver-less sensors to communicate in a

collision-free manner and is ideal for low-bitrate environmen-

tal monitoring. The multipoint surface fitting calibration, in

conjunction with the two-phase filtering process, provided a

mean absolute error of 1.9 %RH for a temperature range of

10-50 oC. Additionally, it was demonstrated that the energy

consumption per measurement of the proposed WSNs is lower

than that of a ZigBee-type WSN. The proposed WSN is suit-

able for distributed monitoring of environmental parameters

in large-scale, precision agriculture applications. Future work

will focus on further deceasing the power consumption of the

proposed joint sensor-scatter radio communicator design, by

at least one order of magnitude.
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